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L.U.L.
Short 1st Sasha Barker-Pilsworth
Med 1st Jo Nell
Long 1st Tom Honniball

LOG 2551 HALO 2548

THEY ARE THE CHAMPIONS
SPRING SERIES 2014
Tech—1st Liam Harrington
2nd Paul Murgatroyd
3rd Pete Harris
1st Lady Amanda Roberts
Long— 1st Robert Parkinson
2nd Jo Nell
3rd Helen Parkinson

Paul Murgatroyd won course 7 In
the Scottish Championships in
May.
n his race class he won by an
impressive

12 mins and 04 secs

Short— 1st Ben Mather
2nd Nikki Harrington
3rd Hanna Mather

LINCS CHALLENGE SHIELD
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Always nice to get one over on our nearest and dearest neighbours and, this year, we've done
the triple over HALO! Having made the CST final, something which HALO didn't manage to
achieve in their YHOA round, we've now beaten them twice in our annual head-to-head competitions, firstly in the Lincs Challenge Shield at Boultham Park and then just last week we
retained our Lincs Urban league Inter-Club trophy. However, it wasn't all plain sailing, with us
only squeaking the urban title by a meagre 3pts and the LCS could easily have gone belly-up
if our cadet colleagues had not risen so well to the challenge…. It just shows that we can't
afford to rest on our laurels and we need to keep training and recruiting if we're to stay
strong as a club!
Talking about the recent competitions, it was great to see so many turn out to the LCS and
my thanks go to everyone involved, particularly the Nells for their planning of what was a
cracking two part sprint event. Having only used Boultham Park as a fallback at the last
minute, with a quick remap to ISSOM standards, it proved to be a superb venue for this kind
of event and hopefully everyone had a good time running around Michael's courses. The LUL
has been another triumph this year, with nearly 120 runners making an effort to attend at
least one of the events and the Long course, in particular, providing some fantastic competition and going all the way to the wire, with only 4 points separating the top 4 runners. My
thanks go to our planners, debutante Tom George, first time line course planner, Kev Rice,
and the evergreen Sean Harrington, for setting some great courses and making the most of
our urban maps. Spalding, having been mapped last winter by Mike Hampton (OD), was a
superb addition to our portfolio and we're lucky to also have had Boston and Skegness done
by him recently, all for just his travel expenses - what a star! I look forward to a run out on
these at some point in the future… Congratulations also go to series winners of the LUL: Sasha Barker-Pilsworth (Short) and Jo Nell (Medium), joining LOG as the top club on the podium!
Finally we move into our summer hiatus, but our thoughts will soon begin to turn to the Winter series, starting at the end of October. If anyone would like to put their hand in the air to
plan an event, just get in touch. Help is always on hand for newbies and, trust me, it can be
great fun! I'd like to close by welcoming a few newcomers to the club in the last couple of
months: Christopher Clay, Kevin Swinbourne & Erica Pilkinton - great to have you onboard
and I hope to see you all at a LOG event soon

FIRST AID COURSE
Calling all those would be doctors and nurses Ally Wright is conducting a first aid course on Saturday 3rd
August from 9am to approx 4pm at the Golden Eagle Public House Lincoln. This is a certified course.
Please contact Ally for further details on
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Letter page

Dear Log News
On my last race one of my descriptions was a
‘Re-Entrant’ , it took me 17 mins to find the
control as I didn't know what I was looking for—
can you help?
Thanks Regina Enrockia
Dear Regina
I am amazed with a name like yours you didn't
know what a Re-Entrant was.
Perhaps the most confusing of all orienteering
lingo. A re-entrant is what most people would
call a small gully. They are represented on a
map by a u-shaped bend in a contour line. They
can be very shallow in the terrain or very, very
deep. They are commonly used as locations for
controls.

Dear Log News
My coach keeps on about a ‘Collecting Features’
when we are training does this mean I keep looking for shells and stuff ??
Regards
Caraway Fence
Dear Caraway
I think it might be better if you went looking for
shells!!
A Collecting Feature as the name suggests
means a long or large feature that you can tick
off, (collect) as you progress to the control, like a
path junction , pond or a wall. Do NOT confuse
this with a catching feature.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
KEVIN SWINBOURNE
ERICA PILKINTON
CHRISTOPHER CLAY
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Race Reports
Lincolnshire Challenge Shield
Some recent tightening-up of procedures made it too difficult and too
expensive to use the intended venue of RAF Cranwell for the Lincs Challenge
Shield, so it was with initial feelings of disappointment that Boultham Park was
selected as the alternative location. However, on close recce of the area it
became clear that the park was going to be just right for such a competition. LOG hadn’t
used the area for years, so Paul Murgatroyd set to work and updated the map thoroughly to
open the way for a return to some part-forgotten ground.
The annual challenge match against our HALO colleagues brought out 61 runners on
a mainly dry but overcast and damp evening. The sprint + maze formula was unfamiliar to
some of the juniors, and caused a few heads to spin with resultant mis-punches. However,
there were some really slick performances from the usual suspects, showing lesser mortals
just how it should be done.
The trophy holders from 2013 had to hand over the Shield to LOG for 2014, with final
: Liam Harscores of 1282 for HALO and 1394 to LOG. Well done to our scorers:
: Luke Fortune,
rington, Paul Murgatroyd, Dom Bellety, Ally Wright and Tom George.
Will Parkinson, Craig Lucas, Jordan Avery and Joy Lavery.
: Jo Nell, Amanda Roberts, Jeff Baker, Kev Rice and Martin Wheeler.

The Apprenticeship Continues
That’s my orienteering planner’s apprenticeship! my latest advancement was
to plan the summer season opening O event at Lincoln City based at Lincoln
University Sports Centre on 12th June.
This event although still quite basic to anyone who has planned a full
coloured course event, was a perfect progression from the single course night
score event I planned last Feb, with a three course line format.
Lincoln City was perfect choice as I have ran in several event in this historic city so I
know most of the alleys, twitchels and ginnels (couple of Nottingham slang words for you all
to learn) that make an urban event so interesting.
I have now learnt that urban O mapping is slightly different to normal countryside
maps and controls need to be visible not hidden as it’s all about route choice, so fewer controls coupled to longish legs with multiple routes are the mantra for urban planning.
I also had to consider who would be running in each course, for example youngsters
would do the short so it needed to avoid major or busy road crossings, so the Uni campus
was perfect environment.
My biggest headache was understanding how to produce the three different maps on
the OCAD software, but don’t they say an active mind wards off Dementia!
Finally well done to winners of Short - Sasha Barker-Pilsworth - Medium - Jo Nell
Long - Paul Murgatroyd
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This is the first time I had planned at Branston, my aim was to give everyone as
much route choice as possible, from comments after most people seemed to have
enjoyed their run.
We had 50 entries on the computer, but with all the Metheringham Beavers and Cherry Willingham
Scouts it was nearer 75 people out on the courses. Winners on the night were Sasha Barker
Pilsworth on the Short course, Joanne Nell the Medium and Thomas Honniball the Long.
I had been out in the village from 2:30pm putting out the controls secured with gripples to keep
them safe, sorry to anyone who wasted time at the control outside the School, it was maybe a metre or two out of position and also a bit to well hidden, my idea was that it would still be there
once all the children had left the school, something for me to think about next time.
I decided not to disqualify Nikki and Ally for taking a short cut through my son’s house, having
gone through his front door and then out the back door to the control, the fact they spent several
minutes looking round his garden made their split on this leg the longest!!!!!!!!
Thanks to everyone who stayed behind at the end to clear up.

A scorching hot day in the Wolds greeted the 35 individuals and paired teams running in the
2nd Wolds Mini Mountain Marathon, but everyone rose to the challenge to make for some
cracking racing over the three hours.
What a great day it was, people from as far away as Shropshire came to this now famous event
but the star of the day was our own Logger Sean Harrington who beat Tom Honniball Tom
George and his son Liam Harrington .

1st Paul Orton
NOC 336pts
nd
2 Dave Sleath
IND 310pts
3rd Jon May
LOG 310pts
st
1 Lady Hayley Fox
LOG 280pts
st
1 Junior Monty Barker-Pilsworth LOG 270pts

PAUL MURGATROYD
PLANNER - CONTROLLER - ORGANISER
OF TETFORD MMM
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SPALDING

by Tom George

10th 7 2014

Our very first Spalding event saw over 50 orienteers travel due south of the Shire,
despite the miserable weather at times; a far cry from the warm weather that was
to come at Barton - upon - Humber. Not only was this a first for Spalding but it was
also my first time planning for the club, a significant milestone in my time with
LOG.
The event made good use of the intricate town centre and parkland areas including the
wonderful Ayscoughfee hall and memorial gardens. There was a fantastic turn out from the local
Air cadets particularly on the short course with ex - cadet Beki Navarrete winning in a comfortable
victory over Wendy Davey and Maria Lockie. Onto the medium course, Joanne Nell claimed another win a great addition to her fantastic summer series collection, shortly followed by Marc Aluzzi
and Jeff Baker claiming podium places second and third respectively. Finally the long course saw
LOG's very own Liam Harrington obtain his first win of the series, with Brian Ward and Paul Murgatroyd coming second and third.
I would like to thank Luke Fortune for gaining permission to access the school fields and
the numerous hours of form filling and meetings with teachers. It is much appreciated.
I would also like to thank Paul for giving me the responsibility of planning Spalding. It has
been something that I wanted to do since starting my university experience. I thoroughly enjoyed
planning Spalding and I look forward to the next chapter with LOG.
Finally I would like to personally thank Mr and Mrs Nell for giving their time up to assist
with the reconnaissance of the area several weeks prior to the event and providing me lunch!
When applying for universities several years ago there was no doubt in my mind I wanted
to study at Lincoln, which undoubtedly looking back was thee best decision I have ever made.
Since then I have competed in numerous events with LOG in particular some favourites of mine
including Springtime in Shropshire and Edinburgh Burns Weekend. The icing on the cake for me
has to be receiving my final results a couple of weeks ago, in which I received a Upper Second
Class Honours Degree in Sports and Exercise Science.
P.S. I already have plans to extend the Spalding map ... I fancy having a go at mapping now!
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East Midlands Urban
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League

31st Aug

Lincoln City

LOG

14th Sept

Southwell

NOC

25th Oct

Washingborough LOG

9 th Nov

Loughborough
Uni

LEI

16th Nov

Oakwood

DVO

DATE

VENUE

CLUB

20 th July

Burnt stump

NOC

27 th July

Irchester

LEI

21 st Sept

Longstone
Moor

DVO

12 th Oct

Byron’s Walk

NOC
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HEAVY DISCUSSION AFTER TETFORD RACE.

GOOD DAY HAD AT O

As Ally lays dying our Vice Chair goes in
to a sulk!!!!

The winner of last month’s Photo caption competition will be announced in the next
newsletter due to excessive participation.
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Social Media Targeting
This article has been written in response to the Orienteering Focus' magazine piece on Social Media: A guide for clubs. Not all of us have social media pages but we have all at some point
come across the likes of Facebook, Twitter or You Tube.
Now currently as a club we have a Facebook and Twitter account which has been very
successful in providing information about post and present events. However I feel currently the
information provided on these sites is just a repeated version of the email and newsletter which is
distributed to the same club members.
Although we have a Facebook Page it does not encourage online interaction as such in
comparison to a Facebook Group similar to that of the Lincolnshire Runner Ltd whereby other individuals can like the Group in which they comment on each others statuses which are ideal for
more intimate communication. Whereas Facebook Pages allow community members to initiate a
relationship with no need for administrator approval but due to the layout of the page does not list
their current comments at the top of the page.
Advertising on these sites is relatively simple and requires a systematic step by step process. On Facebook multiple adverts can be created to help build an audience for the Page. Targeting options are provided to show adverts to only people you want to reach with the primary
methods being: 1. Keywords;
2. Television; 3. Interests and Followers; 4. Tailored audiences
By engaging with fans on our Page posts can be added and can be pinned to the top of the
Page. Furthermore this option allows questions to be asked, exclusive news to be shared and allow people to comment or post on our Page. Furthermore instead of advertising events and then
offering individuals to view our main website for more details, why not create the event on Facebook in which to gauge interest and understand the number of people going to the event. This
also influences the friends of your fans by encouraging check ins, participant in events or create
an offer to encourage more activity for our Page. When people show interest with the content on
our Page, their friends are also eligible to see the activity too. When people do things such as like,
comment or check - in to our Page, we can promote those activities to their friends.
The issue with advertising on Facebook is the cost and after researching the figures they
are realistic prices but is it something as a club are we willing to carry out? The price list of advertising across a range of time frames are as follows: Minimum daily budget: £3.50; 7 days: £24.50;
14 days: £49; 1 month: £105; Lifetime budget: £245
Additionally Twitter Ads and campaigns can be created which are relatively similar to Facebook advertising targeting specific groups/ followers to view our account. There is no budgeting
limit per day in which multiple adds can be created. Furthermore you can pay £0.01 - £1.20 per
engagement
I think before critical decisions are to be made with regards to social media and the next
step for advertising our club I would urge all to share or future LOG events to your friends and
followers. The more people see that these events are happening the more questions people start
asking and potentially the more newbies the club receives. As a club over the last few years we've
seen a steady drip of new orienteers recommended by friends etc which has seen a new base of
orienteers coming through the ranks. Although retention of current and new members is key to
providing a strong team at orienteering events, ensuring a consistently good turn out at local club
events is also key.
The opportunities available with social media are endless and I think we need to tap into
some of the technologies available to benefit not only just interest in the sport but additional club
members too.
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Final Note from your editor

Things are slowing down for our summer months with just the occasionally O event so time to
reflect on things, one thing we don’t think about is ‘Etiquette’ “what” I hear you cry “is that to do
with Orienteering”. Well there are six basic rules to etiquette and it seems were missing a few as
BOF have had complaints.
1. Respect – Be careful of others as one goes around – remember they have as much right as we do
to be in the forest or streets. And if were good they may even join us.
2. Manners – Remember without the planners, controllers, collectors in etc. you would have NO events
so a ‘Thank you’ after the event wouldn’t go amiss and they certainly do NOT deserve abuse.
3. Language – Swearing and shouting does not help you find the control – youngsters and none O
people will be around we don’t want them to think we are a load of hooligans. Even if a control is
in the wrong place officials do NOT deserve to be shouted at.
4. Discreet – People do NOT want to see your sweaty pants (note to TG) or God forbid worse SO
please be discreet when getting changed, would you change in the middle of your office or work
place?
5. Cleaning up – When finished with sandwich, crisp pkts drink bottles and other litter, take it home
please.

6.
Cleanliness – When we are allowed in buildings to register and use loos think how nice it is
so PLEASE take off muddy shoes so we can use them again. If you wouldn't go into your house
with them on DON'T go in someone else's.
So guys and gals lets make LOG the top club in Etiquette …….
Many Many Thanks once again for all the contributions and ideas you sent me for
this newsletter they are VERY much appreciated.
Have a happy summer - Annie xx newsletter@logonline.org.uk

Keep uptodate with LOG via Facebook— ‘Lincoln Orienteering
Group’,
Twitter—@LOGGER’SLATEST
or our website—www.logonline.org.uk .
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